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P R O D U C T I V I T Y ASPECTS O F ACCOUNTS
DEFLATION: DATA FOR IRELAND
By R. C. Geary
INconstant-price series as ordinarily understood, volume is envisaged as measured in quantum units of the ordinary kind, for
the computing formula is a weighted mean of quantities expressed in number, weight, etc. For certain purposes it may be
useful to measure volume by units of factor (labour and capital)
input. This is how productivity (output per unit of factor input)
enters the picture. What items in the accounts can be expressed
in terms of input units having-regard
. to utility and practicability?
There can be little doubt about the utility of expressing gross
domestic product in input terms. Clearly the nation has gained
if, since the base period, product in real terms has advanced per
unit of factor input, whether this advance has resulted in increased leisure or increased production for home consumption,
or for export whereby the nation can enjoy increased imports.
Or, from a different point of view, productivity analysis can be
regarded as explaining a rise in real product in the current
compared with the base period. It would therefore seem a useful
exercise to analyse current real product in its components (a)
factor input and (6)productivity increase, since the base period.
The national productivity index would follow immediately from
this calculation as the quotient of real domestic product by
factor input, equal to unity, of course, in the base year.
The exchange implications of increased productivity also
seem worth investigation. If for the same factor input as in the
base year the nation achieves an increased volume of exports
(and thereby increased imports in exchange) in the current year,
one might expect the emergence of a 'gain from productivity'
term in the relevant real account. The same consideration applies
to sectors within the economy.
Increased productivity can occur in one or both of two ways
(i) a structural change within the economy whereby factor inputs shift proportionately from economic branches of lower
productivity to those of higher productivity, e.g. from agriculture (in most countries) to non-agriculture and (ii) increased
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technoIogica2productivity in one or more sectors. Assuming the
availability of the data mentioned below, these constituents can
be estimated in a very simple manner. Factor output accrues
from the application of labour and capital, so that it seems
natural to estimate current factor input at base-year rates as the
sum product of current employee hours by base-year rate per
hour and current volume of capital by base-year rate of return
on capital. Tn the case of unincorporated enterprises, return on
capital must be computed on profits after allowing for adequate
remuneration of working proprietors and family members. Let
volume of gross domestic product (GDP) be Q(= P' in the
Introduction) and let H a n d D be hours worked and capital invested (at base year values) in the current year. Let superscripts
(O) indicate actual base-year values. Then

where QhOand QdOare respectively value of employee compensation and profits and rents (before depreciation) in the base year.
Expected product Q, at base year rate of input of labour and
capital is estimated as

Then

where Ql (= expected product) is the current factor input constituent and (Q - Ql) is the current productivity constituent.
The latter obviously has the character of an 'increase', since it is
zero in the base year. The productivity index is Q/Ql (= unity
in the base year).
To aualyse the total productivity constituent into its structural
and technological components, suppose that the economy consists of 7% sectors,' each homogeneous in general characteristics.
Then expected output can be estimated as

The more numerous the sectors the better, best of all the individual establishment as the 'sector' for the purpose of the calculation.
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where symbols with subscript i indicate that they relate to the
ith sector. In every case &Xt, of course, equals X, where Xis any
of the symbols.
For the calculation of Q, the economic structure is the current structure, so that (Q - QJ estimates the technological
component in the total increase in productivity (Q - Q,). The
technological component arises through employees being better
trained or working harder, by better management, by improved
machinery and working conditions, etc. The present approach
affords no means of estimating the separate contributions of
these different causes. Finally,
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where the three terms on the right side represent respectively:
(a) factor input at base-year rates; (b) increase since base year in
productivity due to technology; (c) increase in productivity due
to structural change in the economy.
In formulas (2) and (4) the concept of capital, valued at baseyear prices, intervenes. These statistics are available in very few
countries. It is likely, however, that, to a degree of accuracy
required for the computation of Q,, many countries could make
sufficiently reliable estimates. If capital is estimated for this purpose by one of the accumulation methods, it probably matters
little (at any rate in the short term) whether annual capital
formation is defined as 'net' (i.e. of capital consumption),
'gross' (i.e. before deduction of capital consumption), or 'grossgross' (i.e. including, in addition, repairs and maintenance).
In fact, the last term in formula (2) involves the ratio DIDo,
which may be much the same on all definitions.
To discuss the implications of productivity in the exchange
aspect it will suffice to consider the external account. The
method involves estimation of the GDP1 content of exports in
base and current year, both at base-year prices and then proceeding with productivity analysis exactly as in the case of total
GDP already dealt with. Speciiic requirements in respect of
exports of goods and services at base year prices or rates are
therefore as follows:

' In this outline external factor services are assumed to be nil, for simplicity of
exposition, s o that GDP = GNP. N o considerable difficulty would be experienced in introduc~ngthem, however.
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For base yearImport content (Mno)
Employee hours (Ha0)and remuneration (QILnO)
Capital invested (DnO)and profits etc. (QdnO)
For current yearImport content ( M E )
Employee hours (HE)
Capital invested (DE)
The subscript E is inserted to indicate relationship to exports.
These quantities are derived from input-output tables for base
and current years by the method described and illustrated in the
appendix. Then for the current years e, the real GDP of E, is
defined as

and el, the factor input, or expected output of current factors
at base-year rates, as
(7)

el

+ (Qan0Dn/Dn0).

= (Qhn0H~/Hn0)

Finally

where (e - el) is the productivity gain in respect of exports.
In the Introduction the exchange account in base-year prices
was found to be of the form
where N is the real surplus estimated from the current excess
(positive or negative) of exports over imports by price deflation
according to the rules suggested. T is the balancing item, the
trading gain. (These letters are primed in the Introduction, but
no confusion is likely to arise by using unprimed symbols here.)
Subtracting ME from both sides of (9), we find
where m = M - ME. From the factor input viewpoint the exchange equation might be written
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which may be regarded as defining a new term t. From (10) and
(11)
t = (e - e 3 T,
(12)

+

so that t encompasses not only the trading gain T, due to different trends in import and export prices between base and current
years, but also the export productivity gain.
Unless and until the system of balancing accounts in pricedeflated terms establishes itself, there does not seem to be much
point in considering further, at this stage, the problem of
establishing accounts in units of factor input. It may be interesting to observe, however, how it was necessary to have regard to
both input-output analysis and real capital estimation in connection with the study of productivity changes. It may also be
worth remarking that it does not appear necessary to express
imports in terms of factor (external, of course) content, an
exercise which would probably be impracticable.
The viewpoint taken is that the essence of international exchange is the barter of the factor input of the nation for imported
goods and services in the customary units (weight, number, etc.).
For intersectoral studies within the nation, it might, on the
other hand, be useful to have the exchange entirely in input
terms as a guide to public policy, which might be concerned
with directing factors from sectors of lower to those of higher
productivity.
The foregoing is merely an outline of an approach to the productivity problem. As to its practicability, it may suffice to say
that it postulates the existence at base-year prices of estimates
of wealth classified by branches of economic activity and inputoutput tables, in addition, of course, to such statistics as employee hours worked. In practice, with a single input-output
table for some recent year, it should not be an insuperable task
to adjust it to give current estimates for the matrix, for the
marginal totals and the final bill of goods in the different categories (government consumption, private consumption, capital
formation, exports) in the different branches of economic
activity. Having by matrix-inversion established the (a) import,
(b) employee remuneration, and (c) other factor content per
unit of final bill of goods, each of the three ratios for each
branch of activity could be distributed proportionately into the
categories, government, consumption, etc. A few countries
D
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would even now appear to be in a position to make the calculations envisaged over an interval of, say, five years as a single
span. In fact, productivity changes in short periods are small,
and their effects might be masked in errors of estimation of
other elements in year to year analyses, apart from the unavailability of annual input-output tables.
Three of the five accounts contemplated in the Introduction
are displayed in Table I for Ireland at constant (1954) prices in
the years 1938, 1950-57.l Obviously there would be no dificulty
about supplying the two additional accounts if these were required. It may be well to explain how the table was constructed,
in particular to identify the items which are residuals. Gross
domestic product (GDP) at market prices (item 1.8) was found
as items 1.4 1.5 1.6 - 1.7 separately computed. This was
carried to 1.3. Item 1.2 was then estimated at what indirect
taxes less subsidies would have been in the years indicated at
the spec& rates obtaining in base year 1954; and the difference
between 1.3 and 1.2 gave 1.1 GDP at factor cost.
In turn, GDP at factor cost is the sum of 2.5 and 2.6, the two
items representing respectively the Q, and (Q - QJ in formula
(3) above. Item 2.7 is found by deflating the corresponding
current value by the non-factor import price index, as in the case
of the external surplus, item 3.6. The trading gain, item 2.8, in
Account 2 comes from the external account 3 (item 3.3). GNP
at factor cost, the sum of items 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8 is carried
to item 2.4. Item 2.2 is employee increment deflated by a
suitable consumer price index and item 2.1 the same current
value deflated by a wagelearnings index. Item 2.3 (gross property income) is a residual. Direct deflation of this latter item is
scarcely conceivable. Anyway, profits in current prices have
essentially the character of a residual: they are what is left
when current expenses have been met.
The three accounts contain in effect two items each deflated
in two different ways, namely GDP at factor cost ((i) 2.5
and (ii) sum of 2.5 and 2.6 = 1.1) and employee compensation
((i) 2.1 and (ii) sum of 2.1 and 2.2). The device of using 'increments' has been resorted to in order to make the accounts additive. Obviously if the consumers' account (4 in the Introduction)

+ +

Extracted or computed from data for Ireland in the UN Yearbook of National
Accoufrts Statistics, latest issue 1958, and in the Irish Central Statistics Office
publications Iris11.S(ati.~ticalSruvey, Trend of Employ~nenfard Unemployment,
and the Irrsh Starrstrcal Abstract.
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had been required, savings could be treated in an analogous
manner the two deflating price indexes being (i) a composite
'consumers" price index (though business savings might give
some conceptual trouble) and (ii) the price index for gross capital formation. The fact that some items can be deflated in more
than one way is not a deterrent to the compilation of accounts
at constant prices. On the contrary, these accounts are a convenient way for juxtaposing the separately deflated items, and
the juxtaposition is economically revealing.
The estimates for some of the items in the table, notably items
1.2 Indirect taxes less subsidies (and therefore the residual item
1.1 GDP at factor cost), 2.1 Employee input and 2.5 Factor
input into GDP (and therefore the residual item 2.6 Productivity increment) could certainly be improved. It should be possible
to estimate these items fairly accurately from available official
records unfortunately inaccessible to the writer. It is hoped that
others in a position to do so may be inspired or provoked to
correct these figures. As regards items 2.1 and 2.5, it was necessary to rely mainly on labour-force statistics of persons at work
(instead of hours worked, though official statistics show that
there was not much change in hours worked per week during
the period 1938-57). As regards productivity, no comprehensive
statistics of stock of tangible capital are yet available for Ireland.
I have felt emboldened to make the productivity calculation
(using very speculative capital data in conjunction with labour
force statistics) because the capital constituent is only a small
fraction of total GDP factor input: in the United States the
ratio capital/labour in input is currently only 1/4l and the ratio
is almost certainly much smaller for Ireland, so that input is
dominated by the labour constituent (in the wider sense of
including adequate remuneration of working proprietors and
family members). The figures (unforced) for the doubtful items
do not look too bad.
The intrusive items 2.6 and 2.8 can better be seen in their
true perspective than the absolute figures by considering changes
from year to year. GDP at factor cost indicates the production
of the nation, GNP or national income the nation's welfare in
so far as this is measurable by statistics. Table IS shows how
trend in economic welfare, as defined, has been influenced by
Basic Facls o,r Productiv?y Clzonge, by S. Fabricant. Occasional Paper 63,
Nat~onalBureau of Econom~cResearch, Inc., 1959.
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changes in the productivity increment and the trading gain, by
reference to national production during the period 1950-57.
R. C. G E A R Y

TABLE 11

Year-to-year Clzanges in Certain Items in Table I, 1950-57
(f million, 1954)
Item

52
--1.1. GDP at factor
cost .
. - 1.5 +22.7 + 8.8 +8.4 +4,2

2.4. GNP at factor
. -13.6 1-25.7 + 2 1 4
cost .
2.6. Productivity in.
crement
0.9 +27,0 f13.4
2.8. Trading gain . -10.8
3.4 +11,5

+

+

-2.2

+I0

i6.4

+1.7

-9.5

+5

+5.5
-2.8

+3.5
-0.5

+3.0
-6.9

+14
- 6

The first fact to note about Table I1 is that changes in the productivity increment and the trading gain are of the same order
of magnitude as the changes in GDP and GNP. The productivity increment is, of course, an element in both, so that their
trend must be influenced by productivity. The trading gain, on
the other hand, is in GNP as defined but not in GDP. The
magnitude of the changes in the trading gain makes it imperative to decide whether the trading gain is, in fact an element
in economic welfare and if so (though this problem is of less
importance) whether it is correctly measured. The relationship between changes in GDP and the productivity increment
are evident from Table 11:far less so is the relationship between
GNP and productivity. In fact, the discrepancy between the
changes in GDP and GNP are clearly explicable by changes in
the trading gain (or loss) in all periods except perhaps 1954155.
Reference to Table I will show that the marked rise of £12
million (at 1954 prices) in GDP at factor cost between 1954 and
1957 has been more than wiped out by the unfavourable relative
trend in the terms of trade. Another showing of Table I is the
remarkable constancv in real terms of the emolovee (sum of
items2.1 and 2.2) audiroperty (item 2.3) shares df gross national
income at practically half and half throughout the whole period

.

\

1918-57
.
... .. .

On the showing of Tables I and I1 the popular view that personal compensation can changepro rata with productivity alone,
without inflation, is untenable. In a country like Ireland with a
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relatively large external trade - the ratio exports/GNP is about
215 - responsible groups should note that the trading gain must
also be talten into account. Rational policy might in fact have
regard to the sum of these two elements in claiming, or advising
as to, the proper level of income distribution as the share of
GNP, the national cake, to which each group is fairly entitled.
Without begging any questions, the fact that, between 1950
and 1957, at 1954 prices, GDP at market prices rose by £49
million while consumption expenditure rose by only £4 million
(items 1.3 and 1.4 of Table I, both official estimates) suggests
that the generaI1y unfavourable terms of trade experience must
have been an important factor in accounting for the discrepancy.
It is not, of course, the only factor.
In the rise of productivity in Ireland since 1938 the technological component (Q - QJ was far more important than the
structural component (Q, - QJ (see formula (5)). For the calculation of Q, according to formula (4) only three sectors (i.e.
n = 3) were distinguished namely: (i) agriculture, forestry,
fishing; (ii) industry; (5)services. Following are the figures:
TABLE I11

Ireland, 1938, 1950-57-Technological and Structural Coinponents
in Productivity
(E million, 1954)
Factor
input(QJ

Technological
component
(Q - QJ

Structural
component
(Q,

- QJ

1

Factor Output
(Q) = GDP

The regular change in the structural component was due to
the marked and continuous decline during the whole period
1938-57 in the numbers in agriculture, with the lowest output
per unit of factor input of the three sectors.
Finally, it may be of interest to set down the productivity

indexes (i.e. Q/QJ for the economy as a whole and for the three
sectors:
TABLE 1V

Ireland 1938, 1950-57-Productivity and Real Wages/Earnings
Indexes

1

(1954 as 100)

Agricultu"
fishing
forestry,

Year --

Industry

I I
Services

Total

The continuous rise in aggregate productivity (last column
Table IV), derived as the quotient of item 1.1 by item 2.5 in
Table I, since 1954 is seen to be due to the rise in productivity
in agriculture. In the two intervals of years 1938-50 and 1950-54
the productivity indexes for agriculture and industry were very
similar, especially when allowance is made for the approximative
character of the estimates. As might be expected, the rise in productivity of services is small over the whole period 1938-57.
As is customary, the productivity indexes are accompanied by
real wageslearnings indexes, which must also be regarded as improvable in statistical quality: actually the figures represent the
official indexes of weekly money earnings (transportable goods
industries) or wages (agriculture), the former for the month of
October and the latter for July deflated by the implicit private
consumer-price index. Some doubt must therefore attach to
changes between consecutive years, though the general showing
may be valid enough. In agriculture, real wages followed productivity closely in the two intervals 1938-50 and 1950-54, and
(if we regard the large increase in productivity between 1956
and 1957 as due to 1957 being a specially good year in this variable sector) the same may be regarded as true during the period
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1954-57. For industry, rises in real earnings lagged behind the
productivity increases in the intervals 1938-50 and 1950-54, but
during 1954-57 industrial productivity flagged but real earnings
rose.
Since no input-output table is yet available for Ireland - a
deficiency in process of liquidation - it is not possible to apply
the theory of productivity gain in external trade.

APPENDIX
EXPORT PRODUCTIVITY

Suppose that, for both base and current years, there is available an
input-output table in the following highly consolidated form to
which is appended ancillary data about employee hours (number)
and capital invested:
Input of industry

--------,
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
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.
.
.

.
.
.

.
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.
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.
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M? M ,
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Profits, e t c . ' ( ~ d.
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1
I

Q&

I

It should be noted that in both tables (i.e. one for base and one for
current year) all values are deemed expressed in base-year prices.
Profits, etc., in the current-year table are residuals in each industry
column, found by deducting inputs (including direct imports Mi) and
employee remuneration (hours at base-year rates) from total production at base-year prices, derived as the row-wise sum of the
entries in the table.
Express each of the entries in each industry column per unit of
production P,(, = 1,2, . . .) letting small letters represent these
unitary quotients, so that at, = An/Pj, qdt = &/Pi, etc. There being
n industries, let a represent the square (n x 11) industry matrix [at,],
r any row vector I 1 X n) and x,, the row vector to be determined from
a. Then set
r x,a = x,I,
43
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where I is the (n x n) udit matrix. Hence

x, = r 0 - a)-I
Once the matrix (I - a) is inverted [to give (I - a)-7 for both base
and current years, the vector r will be taken in succession to represent
for base-year direct imports into industry mo,employee hours ho and
remuneration qho, capital invested do and profits, etc., qdo; and for
current-year direct imports into industry m, employee hours h and
capital invested d. There will result as many vectors x,, representing
the sum of direct and indirect components per unit of production of
each industry. Finally, with the usual rather heroic assumption (valid
enough if the input-output tables are in considerable detail as to
industry) that for each industry exports are typical in kind of total
production, the entities specified in the text above are found as the
scalar products Ex,', x,' being the transpose (i.e. columil vector) of
x, and E the row vector of real exports.
The procedures outlined above will perhaps be clearer from the
following example for two industries (i.e. ir = 2).
All Values Deemed to be at Base- Year Prices or Rates

Base Year

Current Year
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The units in which Ho and H are expressed are immaterial, since
finally only the ratios HO/Hwill be involved. The matrices (I - a)
and (I
- a)-= are as follows:
(I - a)-I
(1 - a)
Base
Current
Base
Current
1
1 +0.2) ; 1
1 +0.2)
1 -0.2) ;
1 -0.2)
0.94 +0.3 1
-0.2
1
-0.3
1 6?% f0.2 1
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(

(

(

Note: The values of the determinant I - a are respectively 0.96 and
0.94 for base and current years.

r(1 - a)-I

r

Ex,'

= x,

Base year

m" = (0.5, 0.3)
qho = (0.2,0.25)
qd" = (0.1, 0.25)
h" = (1.0, 1.1)
do = (2.0, 4.0)

0.583
0.260
0.156
1.271
2.917

0.417
0.302
0.281
1.354
4.583

[E = (30,140)]
75.8
50.1
44.1
227.7
729.2

Current year

[E= (63,165)l
m = (0.5, 0.25)
qh = (0.15,

0.25)
q d = (0.05, 0.3)
h = (0.75, 0.8)
d = (1.5, 3.5)

0,612
0.239
0.149
1.053
2.7 13

0.372
0.298
0.330
1.011
4,043

100.0
64.2
63.8
233.1
837.9

Hence expected GDP, or factor input e, in exports, is given by

and actual GDP in exports E is
The export productivity gain is accordingly 128.0 - 102.0 = 26.0.
It is worth obseming that actual GDP (in both base and current
years), computed as the difference between gross exports and import
content (170 - 75.8 = 94.2 in base year and 128.0 in current year),
exactly equals the GDP regarded as the sum of the estimated factor
inputs (50.1 44.1 = 94.2 in base year and 64.2 63.8 = 128.0 in
current year). This property of input-output operation is quite
general. What the operation does is to construct a production
account for exports.
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